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ABSTRACT 

 

In the Philippine settings, lack of proficient English teacher contribute to the low achievement of students 

in local and foreign competition (Mosito, Warnick & Ensambe, 2017). Reading is a key to learning skills, 

the use of computer programs and applications supplement regular reading instructions. (Xiscariso, 2006). 

It is recommendable that the best approach in teaching is Phonetic (Rose, 2006). This study aimed to 

develop a computer application for reading English using Phonetic Sounds. 

 

This study involves Reading of Three and Four Letter Words. It also has a Let’s Play option with two (2) 

different games to enhance their knowledge in phonetics while playing. Twenty (20) Elementary students, 

four (4) Faculty, One (1) Principal, and Five (5) IT experts had been invited for the evaluation of the system. 

 

The criteria for evaluation is based on the Content, Organization & Design, Mechanics, Comprehensibility, 

Functionality, and Maintainability. All the above mentioned criteria garnered a Very Good descriptive 

ratings with the Overall Grand Mean of (3.81). System was successfully designed providing three (3) 

important categories; Phonetics/Alphabet, Let’s Read, and Let’s Play, it also provides video narration, 

interactive buttons, and text output for the better understanding of the end users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The 21st Century is the age of information. It is the age of the proliferation of the social media gadgets such 

as the computer. From the time we open our eyes till we sleep, the use of the computer gadgets is not 

became part of everyone. But knowledge is the use of these gadgets is not enough. Understanding the 

benefits we derived from using them is what counts.  

 

Online business scams proliferate and destroy the community. The youth spend more time in gaming parlors 

and sleep late for using cellphones that offer features and news application every month to complete with 

other brands. The results of these countless disadvantages overshadow the benefits which these gadgets aim 

to offer.  

 

The use of computer programs and applications supplements regular reading instructions. (xiscariso, 2006 

) It was introduced immediately to all English Schools. (Rose, 2006)  

 

Reviewed foreign studies, Friona: 2004; Redhaa! 2011; Rodriguez ET. Al! 2012 and others point to the 

benefits of intervention for reading such as technology based programs. This blended   learning suited to 

address the problems in grade K-12,” (Stake and Horn 2012; Dowell et al 2015) 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1. Conceptual Framework 

 

 This framework showed the compilation of the study using Paradigm, it displayed the knowledge 

of requirements, then gave the process on how the system worked out and viewed the output of the research 

project. 

2.2. Methodology 

 

 In this chapter the project development of the system and the circulation of every part with 

storyboard will presents. 

 

2.3. Project Design 

 

The R.E.A.D M.Y. L.I.P.S is a computer base application which provides information on, phonetic 

alphabet, reading Three Letter Words, and Four Letter Words techniques applied in your personal computer. 

It also have a let’s play option with two (2) different games that will help leaners in enhancing their 

knowledge in phonetics while playing game. This supplementary tool in reading will help our teachers who 

are handling English subjects in the middle youth in teaching them to read using the phonetic sounds. 

 

Read my lips icon is displayed on the computer monitor, double click the icon to load the different 

categories, select the category you want from categories Phonetic Alphabet, Let’s Read, and Let’s Play. 

Phonetic sounds category contains Phonetic Alphabet learning video, Let’s Read category contains two 

sub-directories the Three Letter Words and Four Letter Words which includes words that are common to 

learners, the last option which is Let’s Play has two kinds of game with images, videos or illustrations with 

narrations, and game.  

  

1. Knowledge Requirements

a. Phonetic Alphabet

b. Let's Read

c. Let's Play

II. Software requirements

a. Visual Basic 2010

b. Adobe Photoshop

c. Video Editing Tool

III. Hardware Requirements

a. Books on Phonetic 
Sounds

b. Laptop Computer

c. Personal Computer

Process

System Design

System 
DEvelopment

Operation/Testing 
Procedure

Evaluation Process

Finalization

R.E.A.D. M.Y. L.I.P.S.

(Reading English Application 
tool in the Development of 
Middle Youth students thru 
Language Instruction using 

Phonetic Sounds

Input Process Output 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 

The developed Computer Application also underwent for testing procedure to ensure the system functions 

based on the expected output. 

 

All of the criteria under the Content performance such are “very good” which means that it gives clear 

objectives and good selection of topics, accurate discussion of subject matter and inculcate values and 

knowledge.  

 

The system organization and design performance gained an overall mean of 3.85, which is interpreted to 

“very good” which means that there is a proper sequence of topics, it uses text/image/graphics and proper 

organization of topics to navigate it easily. 

 

The System mechanics performance gained overall mean of 3.76 which is equivalent to “very good” which 

means that it shows clear presentation of illusions, there is an available modes of learning to the students, 

it sustains interest to the students throughout the end.  

 

Comprehensibility performance gained a mean rating of 3.80 which is equivalent to “very good”. This 

means that it link the new concepts prior to knowledge, correctness of technical terms and terminologies, 

relevance of the guide questions and samples to concepts, and correct grammar. 

 

Functionality performance proves that the software works properly. The software functionality obtained an 

overall mean of 3.86 which is equivalent to “very good”. This means that it gives the user an ease of 

operation, comfort, convenience and user-friendly 

 

Maintainability performance of the system. It proves that the software has ease maintenance, provision for 

diagnostic tools and procedures, and provision for enhancement and modification, which obtained an 

overall mean of 3.69, which is equivalent to “very good”. 

 

The summary of evaluation and its equivalent. Functionality got the highest mean of 3.86 which is 

equivalent to “very good” and the maintainability is the lowest with the mean of 3.69 equivalent to “very 

good”. The grand mean of 3.81 which is interpreted to “very good” indicates that the system is well 

functional, maintained and comprehensive  
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3.1. Project Evaluation 

 

Twenty (20) Students of San Jose Pilot Elementary School had been  selected, then twenty(4)  Faculties 

handling English subjects, One (1) School Head, and Five (5) IT experts and programmers had been 

invited for the evaluation of the system. Using the evaluation instrument with the criteria of functionality 

and content reliability. 

 

Criteria  Mean  Descriptive Rating 

Content 

Organizational and design 

Mechanics 

Comprehensibility 

Functionality 

Maintainability 

Grand Mean 

3.84 

3.85 

3.83 

3.84 

3.86 

3.69 

3.81 

Very Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 

Very Good 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In consideration of the objectives of the study and the outcome results of testing and evaluation carried out, 

the following conclusions were derived: 

 

The Computer Application for READ MY Lips was successfully designed providing three (3) important 

categories such as Phonetic/Alphabet, Lets Read, and Let’s Play menu. It also provides narration, 

interactive buttons, text, and better output for the users. 

 

The application was also successfully created using Visual basic 2010 and Adobe Photoshop for editing 

and it was also successfully tested based from the criteria in developing a software application. 

 

The developed system was evaluated by the respondents as very good which means the READ MY LIPS 

Computer Application is useful and operational. 
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